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Community detection is an oft-used analytical function of network analysis but can be a black art to apply in
practice. Grouping of related nodes is important for identifying patterns in network datasets but also notoriously sensitive to input data and algorithm selection. This is further complicated by the fact that, depending
on domain and use case, the ground truth knowledge of the end-user can vary from none to complete. In this
work, we present CommunityDiff, an interactive visualization system that combines visualization and active
learning (AL) to support the end-user’s analytical process. As the end-user interacts with the system, a continuous refinement process updates both the community labels and visualizations. CommunityDiff features
a mechanism for visualizing ensemble spaces, weighted combinations of algorithm output, that can identify
patterns, commonalities, and differences among multiple community detection algorithms. Among other features, CommunityDiff introduces an AL mechanism that visually indicates uncertainty about community
labels to focus end-user attention and supporting end-user control that ranges from explicitly indicating
the number of expected communities to merging and splitting communities. Based on this end-user input,
CommunityDiff dynamically recalculates communities. We demonstrate the viability of our through a study
of speed of end-user convergence on satisfactory community labels. As part of building CommunityDiff, we
describe a design process that can be adapted to other Interactive Machine Learning applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Community structure often provides useful insights about the underlying network. For example,
communities in social network represent groups of people who share an interest, location, or other
semantically meaningful attributes (e.g., were all “friends in high school”) [38, 82]. In biological
and brain networks, communities capture functional groups [16, 41]. Many other non-network
problems in machine learning and data mining are recast as networks so that the network analysis
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tools, including community detection, can be used. For example, transforming text to graphs in
NLP [61] or user-item recommender models [44] allows us to use community detection to solve
problems as diverse as document summarization or movie recommendations.
In practice, there are many community detection algorithms with very different properties: some
work better at large or small scales, many use specific optimization functions (e.g., modularity),
others contain randomization, some work better with weighted networks, and so on. The output
partitions (i.e., communities or community labels) can be significantly different even when the input
is the same. Because the space of possible algorithms and parameters is vast, selecting a satisfactory
approach is difficult (let alone optimal). Even for algorithm experts, the selection can be a black
art. For domain experts (e.g., social networks, biology) the choices can be overwhelming.
We are specifically interested in supporting domain experts who would like to partition a network into “communities” where labels are important. For example, the manual task of labeling
blogs based on political party [1] or sub-communities in an ego-net [40]. Domain experts already
have access to tools to support community detection. While they may be familiar with network
analysis, the tools that are available are often generic and do not readily support community detection beyond executing the algorithms. Though we return to the issue of overlapping communities
below, in many of these domains, “hard” partitions are desirable. This kind of community partitioning is one of the main functions of most network analysis packages used today (e.g., Pajek [9]
and UCINET [14] in the social sciences; Cytoscape in biology [77]; and more general tools such
as Gephi [8], GUESS [2], and NodeXL [39], etc.) or libraries such as igraph [23]. Each software
or library contains multiple implementations and it is often difficult for an end-user to determine
which is appropriate. Given the specific goal of “accurate” and well-understood partitions, the end
user would like to be provided with a viable automated starting point and a facility to understand
differences and quickly “fix” labeling mistakes with as few interactions as possible.
One approach to dealing with too many choices is simply not pick any specific one and to combine algorithm output. This is one of the motivations behind ensemble techniques [56, 73]. Network
scientists have devised ways to apply this technique to community detection [24, 50]. Ensembles
can be treated as weighted combinations of different algorithms or parameters: each algorithm
“votes” on the output and their votes are combined in some way. The hope is that the ensemble
will produce something closer to the “correct” answer. However, even with ensemble techniques
achieving perfect clustering, accuracy (according to some ground truth) is often impossible. This
may be due to the presence of noisy or ambiguous data (missing edges, incorrect weights, extra
edges, etc.) or the assumptions of community detection algorithms (e.g., that nodes in the same
community are connected).
It is here where domain knowledge is critical to make corrections to algorithm output. Domain
knowledge can include anything from knowing how many communities should exist or knowing
which nodes should (or should not) be in the same community. In practice, however, the “completeness” of this knowledge can vary greatly. For example, the expert may only know that there
are five communities but not what should be in them, or the expert may only be able to point at
only subset of pairs of nodes that belong in the same community (e.g., experimental evidence in
a biological network may only provide clear functional groups for some of the data). Ideally, an
analytical tool would allow the end-user to: determine that the “facts” they know are captured in
the current partition (or not); make corrections to bring the partition in line with known facts; and
make decisions on those cases where there is no background knowledge. The tool we describe here
combines both sensemaking and data-wrangling. This is in the sense that the high level objective
is to create “clean” groupings (the wrangling part) that requires understanding the network in various ways (the sensemaking part). The particular activities vary depending on the prior knowledge
of the end-user but both are entwined and both should be supported.
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Fig. 1. CommunityDiff: (a) The Ensemble Space Heatmap showing different algorithms as dots and different ensembles achieved using these algorithms. (b) A panel showing different features and controls for the
Ensemble Space Heatmap and the active learning panel. (c) A dendrogram showing relations among and proportions of different ensemble outputs. (d) The network diagram. (e) The co-community lists. Note that this
view was used in evaluation and some advanced features were hidden (e.g., downloading the network).

Distilling this analytical pipeline, we can abstractly view our workflow as being comprised of
two main “phases” (1) finding the best initial partitioning of the data (the best starting communities) and then (2) making the necessary corrections (with or without the software’s help). From
the perspective of the interface, this requires supporting the end-users’ decision making about
whether a partition is “good” and then making decisions about corrections and refinements.
CommunityDiff (see Figure 1) was designed with this pipeline in mind. The tool supports interactive analysis of community structures by coupling a novel visual analytics environment and
decision-making tools1 . CommunityDiff supports two main task types. The first is rapidly labeling all nodes in the network when ground truth is known (e.g., quickly partitioning handwriting
samples by digit type or classifying the end-user’s own social network egonet). The second mode is
when the knowledge is incomplete and the end-user must compare different partitions in making
decisions. Both tasks are supported by a visualization of ensemble spaces—the output of individual
algorithms as well as mixtures. Through this view, the end-user can rapidly compare different ensembles and quickly resolve on partitions that are close to their final objective. Additionally, we
introduce a second set of tools that help the end-user judge between alternative labels for specific
nodes. Finally, a novel AL framework ensures that end-user actions can be integrated into the machine learning process to constantly improve results. CommunityDiff ‘signals’ to the end-user
which labels would lead to better classification (visually, by making certain nodes more salient).
Any operation done by the end-user—ranging from moving nodes between groups, specifying the
number of clusters, excluding nodes from group membership, and many others—is taken into account as a form of supervision. Decisions are supported by focusing on uncertainty of community
labels. For example, nodes with uncertain labels are larger in size and there are explicit functions
to show agreement of different algorithms for nodes in the same cluster.
We demonstrate, through both automated and lab experiments, that CommunityDiff allows
for rapidly constructed, high confidence, and accurate community labels. Currently, we only focus
1A

brief video demonstrating the system is available at https://youtu.be/KNdQqWXTT8w.
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on disjoint community detection rather than the overlapping variant as overlapping community
detection algorithms are generally poor performers. In fact, discrete community detection often
performs better than custom overlapping-community algorithms for overlapping community
detection benchmarks [70]. For this reason, use of overlapping community detection algorithms
is far less common compared to their hard-partition counterparts. We find that the most common
social network analysis tools focus on hard partitions. While abstractly CommunityDiff can
model overlapping communities (e.g., the overlap of two communities A and B can be modeled
as a third community C that is the intersection of the two) and hierarchical communities (e.g.,
a community can be further partitioned into sub-communities), the current visualizations of
CommunityDiff are not optimized for these variants.
The community-detection task we describe is an instance of a broader set of analytical pipelines.
In many other Data Mining and Machine Learning tasks there are numerous alternative implementations (clustering algorithms, classification systems, etc.). With any of these, the domain expert
must compare different models or solutions and make corrections in order to arrive at a satisfactory answer. In addition to demonstrating the effectiveness of CommunityDiff for the particular
community-detection problem, we capture both design guidelines and visualization techniques
that can be directly applied to other Interactive Machine Learning (IML) systems.
In this article, we contribute CommunityDiff, an interactive community detection analysis tool
that allows end-users to easily compare, combine, and modify communities generated by multiple algorithms. We demonstrate how the idea of “ensemble-spaces” and specific heatmap-based
representations can allow the end-user to identify common communities, where there is disagreement between algorithms, and to easily correct errors in labels. Along with other visual elements
(e.g., conventional node-link diagrams, dendrograms and a novel co-community list), CommunityDiff also integrates active learning (AL) to visually suggest those nodes that should be labeled and
which readily adapts the community structures based on end-user feedback. CommunityDiff is
intended to support a common task for IML systems, where the human must interpret the output
of the algorithm and make corrections.
2 RELATED WORK
Related work to CommunityDiff falls broadly into two categories: interactive features to support
humans as part of the machine learning ‘use’ pipeline; and the algorithm side that produces better
results based on human intervention.
2.1 Interactive Machine Learning
There are many visual techniques to analyze the output of machine learning and data mining algorithms. Simple scatter plots and histograms (for understanding data distributions) or precision/
recall, ROC curves, or confusion matrices (for evaluating output) are a common representation
available to developers in most platforms [11, 26, 60, 85]. To improve the designer’s ability to debug
different pipeline components a number of specific visualization techniques have been developed
to provide an enhanced view at different outputs. Examples include visual model comparison [65,
78] and model interpretation [10, 19, 52, 62, 83, 89]. These range from generic [83, 89] to model
and data specific (e.g., graphs [78] or text [62]), to algorithm-specific (e.g., Bayesian text classification [10] and SVMs [19]). Often these focus on static representations or basic comparisons (e.g.,
ROC or precision/recall) at the end of the analysis pipeline.
A good example of general visual model analysis is LoVis [89], which compares different linear
models on any kind of data visually to identify local patterns in the data. In graph specific visual
model comparison, Sharara et al. [78] introduced G-Pare, a visual analytics tool, which compares
output of different machine learning algorithms on networks and provides both a global view of
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algorithm outputs and difference of algorithms on specific subsets of nodes. This is similar in intent
to our ability CommunityDiff’s functions, comparing outputs of different community detection
algorithm on the whole graph or a specific subset of nodes, though in our case we emphasize the
use of ensembles and not simply comparisons. For algorithm-specific models, Becker et al. [10]
provides a visualization of naive Bayes classifier outputs, specifically focusing on probabilistic
importance of each feature and importance of each feature in a specific example. However, these
systems often focus solely on comparison and not the interactive corrections.
Recognizing that by adding interactivity, visualizations could also support better analytical
pipelines, researchers have turned to IML [29, 31, 69]. Through interaction with visualizations and
other means of “dialog” (e.g., questions to the end-user), IML systems can obtain new training examples for classifications [32, 33], refine features [15, 58], identify trade-offs the designer is willing
to make [46], modify individual algorithm behavior (e.g., Hidden Markov Models [25] or classifiers [7], and create effective ensembles [47, 81]. Such solutions are often an extension to visual
workflow designs such as the Wekinator [32] extension to Weka [85] or plugins for Orange [26]
or KNIME [11].
IML systems often focus on improving training data. For example CueFlik by Fogarty et al. [33]
allows end-users in an image search engine to create their own rules for image search and improve upon searched image ranking in a personalized AL framework. Other IML system, such
SmartStripes [58], focuses on interactive feature selection that allows user to explore dependency
between different feature and entity subsets. Ensemble classifier algorithms can also interactively
benefit from human input as demonstrated by Kapoor et al. [47] (with the aid of misclassification cost visualization for a multi-class ensemble classifier). These approaches are often singular
in focus and reinforce traditional “black box” models that do not support the different modalities
under which the end-user can operate (labeling, exploring, comparing, etc.). Our contention is that
even simple analytical pipelines (e.g., generating community labels or clustering) require multiple
modes of operation and multiple steps. To be effective, systems need to support different types of
analytical work which requires varied, but integrated, visualization components. Through CommunityDiff we attempt to provide such a solution for domain-experts by building support for
different steps through different visual elements.
A final area of related work is in intelligent data wrangling [37, 45]. Generating and correcting
community labels on a graph can be viewed as a form of data wrangling. The end-user is “fixing”
and validating some element of the data, in this case labels. Though data wrangling work is most
often focused on more standard columnar data (e.g., [37]) work in the field has moved to incorporate visualizations, AL, and mixed-initiative frameworks. In this way, CommunityDiff can be
situated in this broad space.

2.1.1 The Human Side of ML. The IML community has developed a number of design guidelines for eliciting feedback from human participants [5]. Horvitz [42] provided some key guidelines
(for example, considering uncertainty about and user’s goal and employing “dialog” to resolve key
uncertainties) for designing mixed-initiative user interfaces that allows efficient communication
between humans and the user interfaces. Our goal is to leverage these lessons as a starting point
for our interactions. For example, Cakmak et al. [18] found that individuals providing feedback
dislike acting as oracles for active learners (e.g., answering a constant stream of tedious questions) and Stumpf et al. [80] found that end-users wanted variety in the feedback they provided
(e.g., modifying features, weights). Others have focused on the necessary level of interpretability
in representations [49]. In part inspired by this work, we devise a set of guidelines specifically
intended to guide the construction of effective visual analytics solutions.
ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 12, No. 1, Article 11. Publication date: January 2018.
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2.2 Ensembles and Community Detection
CommunityDiff functions, in part, by allowing end-users to build ensembles of communitydetection algorithm outputs as these often represent a “better” solution. Lancichinetti et al. [50]
showed that use of consensus clustering (a kind of ensemble technique that uses voting) can boost
accuracy and stability of a community detection algorithm. In this method, a single algorithm is
run over the input network a number of times. The edge-weights of this network are modified
using the results of different runs. The original algorithm is run over the modified network again.
This works well in case of fast, but unstable, algorithms such as Fastgreedy [63]. Dahlin et al. [24]
used a node-based fusion of communities algorithm which applies hierarchical clustering of nodes
with a special linkage rule. Burgess et al. [17] create ensembles by generating variations of the
same graph using randomized link-prediction and treating each run of the community detection
algorithm as input to an ensemble.
Our idea of creating an ensemble space for community detection is very much inspired by the
system described by Grimmer and King [36]. Their system focused on generating ensembles of
multi-dimensional clustering algorithms. A metric space of these approaches allowed them to identify “holes” in this space and to generate ensembles that proved to be effective in finding the correct
classification. We expand on this visualization to integrate additional “heat-maps” that capture differences between algorithms, key community-structure metrics (e.g., modularity). This ensemble
visualization is used in combination with a number of other visual and algorithmic elements to
support the end-user’s labeling and partitioning tasks.
2.3

Active Learning

AL has seen a number of advancements in recent years from the algorithmic perspective [76]
though it is rare for the focus to be on graph structures. More critically, very little attention has
been paid to the interplay between visualization and AL. From the algorithmic perspective a notable exception is Leng et al. [54] who used a label-propagation based approach to incorporate AL
in community detection. Macskassy et al. [57] used graph features for AL in networked datasets
which can be viewed as a form of community detection in networked data. Within the HCI context, Amershi et al. [6] demonstrated the use of an AL scheme for grouping individuals by using
node properties such as “age” or “place of birth” (rather than network structure). The Apolo system [20] utilized AL to help end-users collect and label related papers. The task was framed around
an iterative process of collecting and labeling a small set of papers which could then focus on the
“expansion” of this set.
3

THE TROUBLE WITH COMMUNITY DETECTION

Before describing the design of CommunityDiff in detail it is worth considering why interactive
tools might offer an advantage when performing community detection. To understand why, we
consider how community detection algorithms work, and therefore, fail. Community detection
is dependent on structure and metadata (on nodes or edges). If edges were only to exist between
nodes that were in the same community, or nodes contained explicit metadata that identified which
community they belong to (e.g., a node identified as “group 1”), the solution would be obvious.
Because networks are never this well structured, community detection algorithms attempt to find
communities by optimizing on some metric (e.g., modularity or being part of a k-core [82]). Because
networks are noisy and community detection algorithms can at best utilize an approximation of
“optimality” (based on their metrics), there can be no guarantee of a “correct” output.
This should be unsurprising as community detection is a form of clustering. Specific studies
on networks have shown that a “perfect and general” community detection algorithm is likely
ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 12, No. 1, Article 11. Publication date: January 2018.
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out of reach either because the networks are noisy [17] (i.e., sampled nodes and edges do not
reflect reality) or the algorithms make assumptions about structure [28] (e.g., overly focusing
on metrics such as modularity) or metadata [66] (e.g., that metadata reflects ground truth). The
consequence of these assumptions is that fully-automated community detection, even in simple
networks (e.g., [88]), can fail to produce the “correct” community assignments.
Even when we tolerate imperfect partitioning (e.g., the down-stream use of the communities will
still work) being able to evaluate different algorithms is extremely useful. Different algorithms can
have systematic biases that need to be understood (e.g., restrictive models of communities that
produce too many partitions with very few nodes). Thus, human feedback and interaction is a
crucial part of generating high quality, believable, and usable partitions.
Even those developing community detection algorithms may find it difficult to evaluate the algorithms due to scarcity of ground truth partitions. Algorithm designers often rely on synthesized
data or external node metadata in lieu of ground truth community assignment [87]. However, recent research suggests that metadata partitions in the network may not align with community
assignments suggested by network structure [43, 66]. Thus, it may be hard to fully characterize a
community detection algorithm’s performance. Because of this, even experts using community detection algorithms may utilize multiple algorithms (or ensembles) to better understand the quality
of the partition. The intuition is that if multiple algorithms arrive at the same result, the researcher
can infer that the resulting partition is stable. On the other hand, if each algorithm produces widely
varying results from each out, one gets a sense of instability.
Despite the various ways community detection algorithms can fail, the manifestation of those
failures are somewhat consistent. Broadly, algorithms will produce a different distribution of errors, but we observe the following three categories:
(1) Split community—A single community split into two (or more) sub-communities. Each
sub-community is “valid” (in that there is no incorrectly placed node) but a more valid
labeling has all nodes in the same community. Often, variants of the Louvain [13] and
InfoMap [74] community detection algorithms generate these kinds of errors more than
other algorithms due to “field-of-view” limits [28].
(2) Single-node misclassification—This occurs when a single node is assigned to the wrong
community. This occurs most often for “bridge” nodes, where the node has strong connections to two (or more) communities and is mislabeled in the end. These mistakes tend
to be less frequent than the split communities but potentially critical as such nodes often
have high centrality scores, making them “critical” to the network. Many algorithms “fail”
in this way on networks such as Zachary’s Karate Club [88].
(3) Merged community—Communities can be mistakenly merged (often due to strong connections between them). This results in large communities and overall less number of
communities. Label propagation, for example, tends to merge different communities to a
single one. Algorithms that rely on modularity [64] may also run into resolution limits
that are unable to pull out smaller sub-communities from larger ones [34].
Figure 2 depicts the three kinds of errors shown in community detection. It is possible to think of
split and merged community errors as being composed of multiple single-node misclassifications.
That is, one could resolve these errors using many single-node relabeling (i.e., moves). If errors
were completely random, our end-users would need to perform single-node corrections, one at
a time, to build the correct structures. However, this is not realistic in the context of community
detection (and most other clustering problems). Split communities are a very common occurrence
(merged communities, slightly less so). Thus, we would like to ensure that our end-user can quickly
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Fig. 2. Different kinds of errors in community detection. (a) Single-node misclassification. (b) Merged community. (c) Split community. On the right hand side, the incorrect community assignment is shown and on
the left hand side the corrected version through a specific action (shown in figure) is presented.

correct these errors without moving one node at a time. These three errors are ones that a human
agent would either need to correct or understand (i.e., mentally model).
3.1 The Analytical Pipeline
Recall that the end-user is using two “pipelines” in our scenario: a sensemaking activity that helps
the end-user model the space (i.e., possible communities) and a data wrangling activity by which
the end-user corrects the algorithmic output (or manually produces labels). These are clearly not
independent of each other, and one may view sensemaking as including wrangling decisions in
organizing data and conversely wrangling decisions can be aided by analysis. Depending on the
state of the network and background knowledge of the end-user, they may focus more on one task
or another. For example, if they know all the community labels, this is largely a wrangling task.
The less complete the knowledge, the more the end-user must rely on sensemaking techniques to
make or validate labeling decisions. CommunityDiff is designed to help with both tasks.
Wrangling work, which in some sense is a more limited task, is supported through automation. AL, mixed-initiative interactions, supervision, and other human-in-the-loop paradigms can
take advantage of human action to accelerate the wrangling process [45]. Wrangling is naturally
“easier” when the end-user has a perfect mental model of the ground truth. At worst, the end-user
could label each node—one at a time. Automation speeds this up. However, with incomplete knowledge, the end-user may need guidance to help decide between different labels which is where the
broader notion of sensemaking comes into play.
Work with data often requires iterative loops of sensemaking, where the analyst engages in
cycles of data collection, organization, hypothesis testing/analysis, back to data collection, and
so on [67] (eventually terminating on a “satisfying” answer). For a community detection task,
we can view this process as: the analyst starts with an unlabeled graph and through a sequence of
decisions and “wrangling” actions produces a graph where nodes are annotated with a community
label. It is this framing that drives our design. The many algorithmic and design decisions we
made are motivated by a need to support this progression. In the context of community detection,
the sensemaking and analysis process might be aided by high-level information (e.g., how many
communities were found? how do the community sizes range?) and low-level information (e.g.,
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Fig. 3. Exploration process from an unlabeled graph to the final partition. The end-user moves from the unlabeled graph to a reasonable starting point generated by the initial execution of the partitioning algorithms
and ensembles, followed by corrections through the use of direct manipulation and active learning.

is this pair of nodes in the same community?). In some cases, the domain-expert cannot evaluate
the answers to these questions (e.g., they may not know if the two nodes should be in the same
community or may only have a sense that the number of communities range from 3 to 5). Here,
information about algorithm or output confidence—which in our case can be derived by using
multiple algorithms—can guide a decision.
We graphically depict (a partially linearized) view of this idea in Figure 3. As we argue below,
CommunityDiff is intended to capture viable analytics start states by producing a solution space
(the ensemble space) and presenting information that help progress the analyst in making decisions. By providing “views” into this space, the end-user may pick solutions that are close to the
final target (both an act of sensemaking and data-wrangling). Our goal is to make these good solutions highly salient and the differences between solutions obvious. From this point, the analyst
can make smaller decisions to allow them to reach the target labeling. When the analyst has a clear
model of ground truth such decisions should not require significant manual work (e.g., clicking and
dragging individual nodes). When the answer is less clear, CommunityDiff is designed to provide
a high level overview of options and a fast mechanism for acting on these options (e.g., through
the Co-Community View). Furthermore, CommunityDiff constantly uses the human feedback to
improve the classification of nodes that still need to be labeled (aiding the data-wrangling activity).
4 THE COMMUNITYDIFF DESIGN
Having described the ways in which algorithms can fail, and the mechanisms by which a domain
scientist can navigate this space, we can describe the key features of CommunityDiff. We also
briefly illustrate its use with an example and offer a set of design guidelines that informed our
specific implementation.
Figure 1 depicts a typical configuration of CommunityDiff. Upon loading up a new network,
Blocks 1–4 are visible. Block 5 is initially hidden from view and is activated to support “fine”
manipulation of the network structure. The network is shown in Block 4 (referred as the network
diagram), with an initial community assignment of nodes, which CommunityDiff interprets as the
best community assignment for the network without any input from the user (further elaborated
in next paragraph).
In the standard node-link view, each community is shown inside a bounding box for easy identification of the communities. The nodes and the bounding boxes of different communities are
colored differently. CommunityDiff also highlights the nodes (by making them larger in size) for
which the system is less confident of the community assignment. This allows the end-user to focus
ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 12, No. 1, Article 11. Publication date: January 2018.
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Fig. 4. Elaboration of different components of the ensemble heatmap and the dendrogram. Initial community
detection algorithms are shown as multi-colored dots (except the red dot) in the heatmap. Each differently
colored region in the heatmap represents a different ensemble output. The red dot corresponds to the current ensemble output shown in the network diagram. The output of different algorithms can be viewed by
clicking corresponding multi-colored dots. The dendrogram shows relationship among different ensembles.
The interactive bars in the dendrogram correspond to the ensemble that is colored the same in the heatmap
and the length corresponds to the area of that region. Output of the corresponding ensemble algorithm
can be viewed by either clicking the corresponding region in the heatmap or the corresponding bar in the
dendrogram.

on these specific nodes (elaborated in 5.3.3). This interface allows the end-user to correct specific
failures in the community detection output (e.g., moving specific nodes, splitting and merging
communities). However, this may be costly if there are many errors or difficult if the end-user
does not have a mental model of the ground truth. To address both problems, CommunityDiff
offers alternative community detection “outputs.”
CommunityDiff initially takes six different community detection algorithm and their combinations to identify possible communities. The algorithms can be dynamically and selectively enabled
and disabled and CommunityDiff is architected to support the addition of new algorithms. The
user can choose any subset of the six algorithms (with the constraint that there must be at least
two algorithms for the ensemble operations). For purpose of this article, we chose six very well
known community detection algorithms as a starting point. We compare and contrast these algorithms and their different combinations (the ensembles) using an abstract metric space where
each algorithm is represented by a dot and each point in this space represent an unique ensemble algorithm based on the point’s distance from the “dots” (shown in Figure 4). The distance
between two algorithms (dots) is proportional to how different their output is. We call the visualization of this space the ensemble space heatmap or simply ensemble heatmap (explained in detail in
Section 5.2). Output of each of the original algorithms and each ensemble can be viewed by clicking
on the point. The community assignment is dynamically changed accordingly in the network diagram panel with minimum number of community reassignments from the previous figures. Nodes
which changed communities are highlighted temporarily for easy identification. However, not all
ensemble algorithms produce different output. In fact, we see very few unique outputs compared
to the vast number (2,500) of ensembles calculated. Thus, in the ensemble map, ensemble algorithms that produce the same output are colored the same, i.e., the ensemble map is partitioned
by different colored regions where each region produce a different output. The largest region in
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the ensemble map produce the most stable community assignment and this assignment is initially
reflected in the network diagram.
While the heatmap view makes salient broad areas of stability and the relationship between
algorithms, it is not the most effective view for certain tasks. For example, these ensemble map
regions can have arbitrary shape and it is not always easy to tell which is the largest region if there
are multiple large regions. Due to their shape, it is difficult to rank other large regions. Moreover,
from the ensemble map, we have no idea how different the outputs of these different regions
are. For this purpose, we provide a dendrogram (shown in Figure 1(c) and Figure 4) based on the
similarity of ensemble outputs. The dendrogram also provided bars to show the size of different
ensemble regions so it is easy to identify and rank large regions. Bars are colored according the
color of the region in the ensemble map and highlights the corresponding region when hovered
on. This is further detailed in Section 5.3.2.
CommunityDiff also provides the user with a choice of different algorithms, multiple views of
the ensemble space (explained in Section 5.3.1) and AL with specified number of communities with
the option of manually labeled nodes (elaborated in Section 5.4.2) in the panel shown in Figure 1(b).
The user can bring the node-specific co-community lists (shown in Figure 1(e)) by shift-clicking
a particular node in the network diagram (the node with thicker borderlines in Figure 1(d)). These
lists show how many original algorithms put all the other nodes in the highlighted nodes community. This gives a sense of how robust a particular community in the network is. These list also
allow the user to iteratively add/remove nodes from the highlighted nodes community to achieve
their desired partition. The user can multiple add/remove constraints at once. It is to be noted that
these lists are different for each node and this panel is not initially visible. The user can hide this
panels by clicking the “Hide Co-community Lists” button.
To help with navigation, CommunityDiff supports additional functions such as zooming, toggling node labels, hiding particular communities, and so on. which is further detailed in Section 5.3.5. Overall, CommunityDiff provides an end-user with an easy way to compare and
contrast different algorithms and ensembles, to incorporate own knowledge about the network/
communities without intricate knowledge about the algorithms and have a sense of how good or
bad the overall partitioning of the network or a particular community is.
4.1 Example Interaction
Let’s follow a political scientist, Alice, as she looks at a small social network she has collected
by mining messages on a specific issue between politicians on Twitter. She knows there are a
two to four main groups developing different legislation on the issue, but not necessarily which
politician has committed to each group (she does know which party they belong to, and some past
interactions). Her goal is to generate groupings of politicians that are likely to push for the different
legislation. CommunityDiff can help, by giving Alice a workable starting point, the ability to
correct errors produced by the algorithms (broadly, wrangling), and information to help decide on
labels when there is disagreement or uncertainty (broadly, sensemaking).
Upon loading the network Alice sees four blocks in the interface (Figure 1(a–d)) as cocommunity lists are initially hidden from view. CommunityDiff automatically executes a number
of community finding algorithms and generates the ensemble space view in the heatmap (see Figure 1(a)). The heatmap represents a view of the six algorithms as well as the ensembles of those
algorithms (each dot is a base algorithm and each color is a unique ensemble). In this view, Alice
can quickly identify the most stable ensemble (the large green surface, here we refer ensemble
algorithm outputs as ensemble or ensemble output). This is reinforced by the dendrogram view
(Figure 1(c)) that not only shows that this particular ensemble is common, but it is also similar to
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Fig. 5. A partial view of the co-community lists before (figure on top) and after (figure on bottom) Alice’s
decisions. In both figures, the “Agreement” column shows actor 29, whose co-community lists Alice is working on. Initially, actor 32 is on column “4,” which means 4 algorithms agree it should be in the community
of actor 29. On the other hand actor 9 is on column “3.” After Alice decided to add actor 32 to actor 29’s
community and remove actor 9 from the said community, these nodes move to “Add/Remove” column.

two other very stable ensembles. Upon clicking on a point in this ensemble inside the heatmap
view, the network map (Figure 1(d)) dynamically changes to show the current partitioning. Alice
can click on other points in the ensemble space to compare different partitions. CommunityDiff
makes the differences salient by briefly highlighting nodes that have “moved” (i.e., changed community assignment or moved from one community to another after performing certain actions)
thus supporting visual comparison between algorithms or ensembles. Alice can quickly test different partitions of her network to identify a good starting point for further analysis (the one that
is closest to what she knows is true about this network).
Alice can further configure the ensemble space by adding or removing algorithms in the control
panel (Figure 1(b)) or change the heatmap view. This panel also allows her to force CommunityDiff to provide feedback to the learning system. Alice can constrain CommunityDiff by either
setting a specific number of clusters or using direct manipulation to move nodes between communities. For example, Alice may know that the two communities are aligning with the two main political parties so she may set the number of communities to two. These changes become constraints
for the machine learning system and will be adhered to by the newly proposed partitioning.
The underlying AL system can focus Alice on nodes that seem to be unstable. These are made
more salient by size. Alice clicks on one of these nodes (politician 29) to see the Co-Community
View (Figure 5). A number of columns show how often different algorithms agree on which other
politician should be in the same community as politician 26. For example, four of the algorithms
agree that politician 32 belongs in the same community, but only 3 of the 6 believe that politician
9 should be. Given her background experience, Alice quickly selects politician 32 (which was in
the high-agreement column, i.e., majority of algorithms agree that this node should be in the community of the highlighted node) to force it to be in the same community as politician 29. Alice
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knows that politician 9 cannot possibly belong in the same community as he is a core member
of the opposing party. She indicates to CommunityDiff that it is a negative example (Figure 5).
Upon submitting her changes, CommunityDiff propagates these changes and constraints. Once
satisfied with any particular grouping, Alice can hide it form the network diagram and focus only
on the remaining groups. Alternatively, she could manually label the unstable node and asked the
classifier to get to a new partitioning.
4.2 Design Guidelines
Before describing our implementation we define a set of design guidelines that motivated our
decisions. These were produced based on the analysis pipeline model described above.
(1) Respect the Mental Model—The system should seek to quickly bring the system state in line
with end-users background knowledge. The decision of whether the result is “in line” requires end-user feedback. Thus, whenever possible, the end-user should be able to quickly
and accurately judge the current results relative to their mental-model [55]. For example,
Alice, our political scientist, can quickly reject partitions that produce more than the two
to four communities she was expecting.
(2) Respect the Unknown—The system should help the end-user resolve gaps in their mental
model [55]. When an end-user cannot answer a question such as, “does node a belong
in community C or D,” the system should provide evidence to support this decision. Options that are more likely to be correct should be made more salient (e.g., large bars in the
dendrogram or areas in the heatmap to indicate stable partitioning). The system should
also make obvious where feedback from the end-user would be useful. In CommunityDiff, we implement node stability (explained in 5.3.3 in detail), which gives the user a
sense of how certain the system is about the node’s community assignment. Visually, unstable nodes are made larger in size. The larger the node, the more unstable the node
is. This also gives the user a sense of which nodes to focus on. Moreover, using the cocommunity lists, the user can explicitly analyze a node and its current community assignment with exact knowledge of how many algorithms agree on this assignments, which
nodes are more likely to be in the same cluster as a current node, etc. Alice, for example,
would be able to quickly see how likely a politician is to vote with one group or another
given their past connections to both. At a community level, co-community lists also tell
the user if there is smaller coherent cluster in a large community or if there is strong connection between two communities. In general, via the ensemble heatmap and dendrogram,
CommunityDiff tells the user that results are likely and how likely they are.
(3) Respect Decisions—Assume that an end-user will not likely reverse a decision. Once a decision
is made, it should be persistent, i.e., it should not be necessary to make it again. [42, 79] If
the end-user indicates that there are only three communities or that nodes A and B should
always be in the same community but C and D should never be in the same group, this
should be respected by the system. CommunityDiff iteratively learns from the user’s
previous decisions and maintains all previous constraints whenever a new constraint is
added. Once Alice decides that there are three communities or that politician 32 belongs
with 29, new executions of community detection should not break this (and should, in
fact, leverage the information to produce better output).
(4) Assume Greedy Progression—Actions that create the biggest change should be available and
be explicit. Through a combination of direct manipulation on “batches” of nodes or communities and targeted AL, the system should help the end-user minimize the number of
steps needed to complete the labeling. CommunityDiff provided a number of ways to
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Fig. 6. Four different views for the ensemble space heatmap. (a) Difference view: each differently colored
region represent a unique ensemble output, (b) Variation view: shows how similar (white or light blue) or
different (darker shades of blue) different ensemble outputs are compared to the current ensemble (red dot),
(c) Number of clusters view: shows how many clusters are there in each ensemble output and (d) Modularity
view: shows the relative modularity scores of different ensemble outputs.

minimize user effort and ease including merging multiple communities, AL with or without labeled nodes, fixing number of communities, processing multiple constraints at once
via the co-community lists. Alice, for example, can focus her data-wrangling effort on the
largest legislative group before moving onto the next one.
(5) Acknowledge Outliers—The interface should provide a way for capturing outliers. We follow
the “NetViz Nirvana” criteria for network visualization by Dunne et al. [27] (specifically,
the fourth point: “Clusters and outliers are identifiable”) . While we assume that most
nodes will have a strong affinity to one community or another, occasionally a node will fit
into multiple groups or to none. When this determination is made algorithmically, these
outliers should be obvious to the end-user. Node size (determined by node stability) clearly
points out outlier nodes. Using co-community lists these nodes can be further analyzed.
5 SYSTEM DETAILS
Having established the high level goals and interface, we focus on the specific implementation and
details of the visualizations.
5.1 System and Interface Architecture
CommunityDiff is composed of a back-end which processes the graph data (implemented in
Python), and a Web-based front-end (implemented using D3 and Javascript). Recall that the frontend consists of four major panels: an Ensemble Panel (consisting of a heatmap projection dendrogram in, panels a and c, respectively, in Figure 1), a Control Panel (Figure 1(b)), a Network Visualization Panel (Figure 1(d)), and a Co-Community Panel (Figure 1(e)). The panels are roughly placed
in an ordered way (from left to right) to match the likely workflow: identifying a “good starting point,” validating the automated label choices, and then refining labels. In all the views, the
decisions of the end-user (selection of algorithms, movement of nodes between groups, labeling
groups, etc.) directly influence the learning algorithm.
The Ensemble Panel contains two visualizations. The first is the ensemble heatmap projection
(see Figure 6), which is generated by calculating a similarity matrix (M) for each of the community
detection algorithms. A cell in this matrix, M alд1,alд2 quantifies how similar two partitions of the
network are. Using Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), the similarity matrix is projected into two
dimensions. Thus, algorithms generating similar partitions appear close together in this projection
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Fig. 7. A small portion of the Dendrogram visualization. The dendrogram shows hierarchical similarity between different ensemble outputs. For example, the dark violet and the light violet ensembles are more similar
compared to the pink and the dark violet ensembles. The length of the bar corresponding to an ensemble
represents the area of the region covered by the corresponding ensemble in the ensemble heatmap.

(represented as colored dots). From this projection, an ensemble is built for each discretized cell
in the heatmap (we describe this metric space in more detail below). Because different ensembles
may still produce the same partitioning, there are far fewer ensembles then there are cells, leading
to the contours that can be seen in Figure 6. This view is interactive and can control many of the
other panels (e.g., clicking on the point for the “fastgreedy” algorithm will load that partition into
the network view as will clicking on any other point in the space). The colors in the heatmap can
also be set to encode different features of the space including the distribution of cluster sizes.
The second Ensemble Panel visualization is the dendrogram view (Figures 1(c) and 7). The view
shows the relationship between ensembles based on hierarchical clustering of their similarities.
The length of the colored bar provides another view of the prevalence of each ensemble (proportional to the area in the heatmap view). As with the heatmap, the dendrogram is interactive (e.g.,
click to change ensembles or hover to highlights the point in the heatmap). This view enables the
end-user to find related ensembles or vastly dissimilar ones and are worth exploring. Broadly, the
ensemble panel allows the end-user to identify a partition of the graph that is near to their mental
model and to support the exploration of alternatives when a classification is unknown.
A Control Panel (Figure 1(b)) allows the end-user to upload new files, add or remove different
algorithms, and control different AL properties. On occasion, it is helpful to compare two heatmap
encodings (e.g., one capturing cluster size and the other capturing a partition “score” such as modularity). The control panel allows the creation of a duplicate view for this purpose.
The Network Visualization Panel (Figure 1(c)) is a standard node-link diagram which displays
the current “working” partition. Layout is done through a standard force-directed algorithm. In
the current implementation, nodes are assigned colors based on which community they belong
to. Interactive features include: display of labels, “collapsing” of communities to hide them (used
when the end-user is satisfied with the nodes assigned to that community). Collapsing of the nodes
has the benefit that completed “work” can be removed from view to allow the end-user to focus on
the rest of the graph. Communities are enclosed in a rectangle to double-encode the community
structure. Through this view, the end-user can make corrections such as moving nodes between
communities, merging communities, or creating custom labels. The network visualization, in part,
is designed to support the identification of “outliers” (i.e., nodes that might be unstable).
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Fig. 8. The Co-Community Lists: The node in the “Agreement” column shows whose co-community lists are
being shown. For the columns “0” to “6,” column j shows that j of the initial community detection algorithms
agree that the nodes shown in column j should be in the community of the node in “Agreement” column.
The “Add/Remove” column shows which nodes the user thinks should be added to the community of the
node in “Agreement” column (depicted with “+”) and which nodes should be removed (depicted with “−”).

The end-user may also enable a Co-community View (Figures 1(e) and 8) by clicking on a specific
node. This view allows the end-user to find which communities a node could belong to as well as
rapidly making corrections and engaging the AL system. For example, in Figure 8, the end-user has
selected “Actor 3” (this node appears in the agreement column). Initially, all other nodes appear
on the right in one of the six columns. Column 6 includes all nodes that have been found to be in
the same community as Actor 3 by all six algorithms (e.g., all six algorithms agree that Actor 14
should be in the same community as Actor 3). No nodes appear in columns 5, 4, and 3 as there is no
consensus for nodes at this level. Column 2 contains a number of nodes that two of the algorithms
would connect to Actor 3. Column 0 are all nodes that should not be in the same community as
Actor 3 (by consensus of all 6 algorithms). The end-user can click on nodes to either explicitly
indicate they belong with Actor 3 or explicitly should not be (these appear in the leftmost column
with +’s or −’s next to them). Here the end-user indicated that both Actor 4 and 28 should be in
the same community as 3. Once the end-user is done, clicking on a submit button causes AL to
relabel the network based on these new constraints. This view is also explicitly designed to allow
the end-user to make decisions when they do not know where nodes belong but also to rapidly
correct algorithmic mistakes.
5.2 Algorithmic Details
Below, we describe specific details in generating ensembles and metric spaces that are visualized in
the interface. Much of the computation is done at the server level as the calculation of communities
and ensembles can be parallelized.
Algorithmic Inputs: For the CommunityDiff prototype, we chose six popular community detection algorithms: FastGreedy [21, 63], InfoMap [75], Label Propagation [71], Multilevel [59],
Spinglass [72], and Walktrap [68]. These algorithms are some of the most popular community
detection algorithms in use today and capture a broad range of objective functions and underlying
techniques. Note again, that nothing prevents the addition of new algorithms.
Fastgreedy, as its name suggests, greedily merges communities iteratively by maximizing modularity, a measure of “modular strength” of a network. Modularity, Q is captured as


kv k w
1 
Avw −
δ (cv , cw ),
Q=
2m vw
2m
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where v and w and two nodes, ki is the degree of node i, and c i is the community label for node
i, m is the total number of edges in the graph, A is the adjacency matrix representation of the
graph (i.e., Avw > 0 if an edge exists between v and w), and δ is the Kronecker delta—an indicator
for testing if the communities are equal. The intuition for this function is that we are testing
the number of edges within a community versus the number expected with random assignment.
Stated differently, a strong community contains more edges between its members than expected
by chance.
InfoMap, on the other hand, follows a very different approach, and aims to provide the shortest description length of a random walker trajectory. The description length is measured by the
expected number of bits per vertex to encode the random walk path. This algorithm uses the
minimum description length principle in information theory and follows the idea that a random
walk within a community is likely to stay within the same community as the number of intracommunity edges are higher compared to the number of inter-community edges.
The remaining four algorithms have additional variability and we refer the interested reader to
the source publication. While the algorithms tend to agree on high-confidence communities, in
practice, they generate enough variety in identified communities that they are a good mechanism
for building ensemble spaces. All six algorithms can operate over weighted networks (a common
requirement in network analysis).
5.2.1 A Metric Space for Ensembles. In order to define a “space” for our ensembles, it is necessary to define a suitable metric to represent relative distances between different partitions of
the graph (i.e., the outputs of two or more community detection algorithms). Ideally, the distance
metric will be bound within some fixed range, preferably between zero and one. We are equally
satisfied with a dissimilarity metric as one that measures similarity (we can simply subtract the
value from 1). As a specific example, if two partitions agree on every node pairing (i.e., they are
in the same community or are not) the metric should return zero. On the other hand, if the two
algorithms disagree on every pair we would expect to find the distance to be one (normalized).
The most popular metric for this purpose in the community detection literature is Normalized
Mutual Information (NMI) [82]. Let X and Y be two arrays that denote the community partitions
determined by two different community detection algorithms on the same network. The NMI for
two partitions X and Y is calculated by determining the entropy for the two partitions (i.e., H (X )
and H (Y )) and mutual information, I (X ; Y ) as

p(x )loд(p(x )),
H (X ) = −


 x ∈X
p(x, y)
p(x, y)loд
I (X ; Y ) =
.
p1 (x )p2 (y)
y ∈Y x ∈X
The normalized for (N MI (X ; Y )) is then calculated as
I (X ; Y )
.
N MI (X ; Y ) = 
H (X )H (Y )
Roughly, we are capturing a partition as a probability distribution of a node falling into a community. The entropy reflect the information contained in this distribution and the mutual information
is the shared information between the partitions. NMI lies between zero and one, and can compare two algorithms which produces different number of communities unlike some other metrics.
The inverse, (1 − N MI ), can be used as a suitable distance metric as it satisfies all the properties
discussed above.
Given a graph G and a set of community detection algorithms CD = {cd 1 , cd 2 , . . . , cdn }, let opi
correspond to the set of clusters obtained by running cdi over G. We calculate the distance of opi
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for each of the outputs produced by the different community clustering methods, so that for each
method, we have an n-dimensional distance vector, where n is the number of different community
detection algorithms.
5.2.2 Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). For visualizing the relationship between the outputs of
the six algorithms we would like to project them into a 2D plane where their distances in this
plane is proportional to their (dis)similarity. We have opted to use MDS [22] for this purpose as our
qualitative experience is that it is effective in this context (fast and accurate). Other dimensionality
reduction techniques (e.g., PCA, t-SNE) can also be used. By projecting the algorithms into a 2D
plane we are now able to create ensembles that combine the algorithms by using Euclidean distance
to generate a set of ensemble weights (i.e., how much each algorithm’s “vote” counts towards the
ensemble).
5.2.3 Creating Ensembles. Having a suitable representation of the metric space (the MDS projection) enables us to automatically calculate an ensemble for each point in this space. Our objective is that any selected point in the MDS projection will have an associated ensemble (i.e., partition) that is similar to our original algorithms in proportion to the distance to those algorithms.
For example, note the red dot in the leftmost panel of Figure 6. We would like the ensemble at
this point to be very similar to the algorithm immediately to its left (the light purple dot) and very
dissimilar from the algorithm at the bottom of the space (in blue).
There are many possible ways to combine different community detection algorithm to form
an ensemble algorithm. Ideally, CommunityDiff would allow the end-user to select different ensemble algorithms. However, we have currently implemented one based on a variant of the “cocommunity graphs” method, which also takes the original graph structure into account (leveraging
our prior work [17]). An edge between two nodes in a co-community graph indicate that those two
nodes belong in the same community. The absence of such an edge indicates that the two nodes
are not in the same community. Within the context of ensembles, the weight on an edge between
any two nodes is determined by the number of algorithms that put them in the same community
(e.g., if 3 of 6 algorithms place nodes A and B together the edge between them has a weight of 0.5).
With one algorithm, the co-community graph will contain a number of disconnected components
(each component capturing one community). However, a co-community graphs that is generated
by multiple algorithms will often contain only one connected component which will be extremely
dense. The intuition is that with many algorithms, at least one algorithm will put each pair in the
same community. To mitigate this problem we only retain co-community edges that were also an
edge in the original graph. The output is a graph that is no more dense than the original input
graph but has co-community weights on the edges.
Briefly, to find the co-community graph for a given ensemble point (x, y in our MDS projection)
we apply the following algorithm: given a graph G and a set of community detection algorithms
CD = {cd 1 , cd 2 , . . . , cdn }, where c i has weight w i , first run the algorithms over G. Let w i be the
distance of the ensemble “point” (x, y) in the metric space to algorithm i (recall that each algorithm
is placed at some point in the MDS projection). Intuitively, if the ensemble point is close to i’s
position, then w i is high (this is determined by the inverse of the Euclidean distance). For each
edge e joining vertices vi and v j in the network, initialize weight of e as zero and if vi and v j are
put in the same cluster by cdi , then increase the edge weight by w i . The total sum of weights for
all community clustering algorithms is normalized to 1. For an edge e joining vertices vi and v j ,
if very few algorithms put vi and v j in the same cluster or the algorithms that put vi and v j in
the same cluster have low weight (we do not want the ensemble algorithm output to be similar to
result of these algorithms), e has a low weight (see Figure 9 for a graphical illustration). We prune
these edges by removing edges below a certain threshold to improve the ensemble output. A low
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Fig. 9. A graphical example of ensemble generation through the co-community graphs. Algorithms 1 and 2
generate two unique partitions: {{A,B,C},{1,2,3}} and {{A,B},{1,2,3,C}}. The co-community graph (right) has an
edge between each pair of nodes that were in the same community (in any of the partitions). The weight
of the edge is proportional to the number of times the nodes appear together among the algorithms (e.g.,
both algorithms 1 and 2 agree that nodes A and B should be together, hence a weight of 1; however, they
disagree on node C, once placing it with A and B and once with 1/2/3). Each algorithm is thus a vote. When
generating the ensemble, this vote is weighted by the position of the ensemble relative to the algorithms
in the ensemble metric space (MDS). The inset shows two different weighting schemes based on ensemble
placement (the weights must sum to 1; δinj is the Kronecker delta set to 1 if nodes i and j are in the same
community for according to paritioning algorithm n, 0 otherwise).

threshold would not improve the results by much and a high threshold decomposes the network
into too many connected components. As we normalize the clustering algorithm weights, the edge
weights are restricted to range between 0 (no algorithms put the vertices joined by the edge in the
same cluster) and 1 (all algorithms put the vertices in the same cluster). In practice, a threshold
value of 0.33 does not over-split the graph and improves the clustering results. Note that, for
different networks, different threshold values may improve the results further, but in general, our
chosen threshold value works on a wide variety of networks.
Because the co-community graph with multiple algorithms does not properly disconnect components we run one final community detection algorithm on the co-community graph to split it
into communities. Our experience is that InfoMap works most effectively for the kind of data produced by co-communities. Other algorithms, like Louvain or Walktrap, can also be used for the
final run. In principal, any community detection algorithm can be chosen as long as the algorithm
performs reasonably on the original graph.
As we described above, not every ensemble will be unique. Different combinations of algorithms
can still produce the exact same output. In CommunityDiff, each unique ensemble receives an
identifier. In most cases, the same ensemble will appear contiguous in the ensemble space resulting
in the contour plots seen in the figure.
From the perspective of implementation, though it would be possible to generate an ensemble
for every pixel in the 2D-space this is somewhat impractical due to computational costs. It is
also unlikely that ensembles vary dramatically at those scales (a shift of one pixel does not cause
weights to change enough to impact the final ensemble). For CommunityDiff, we perform a gridsearch on a discretized grid. Specifically, we assume a 300 × 300 space and use a non-overlapping
grid of size 5 × 5. Ensembles are only computed once per grid.
In the control panel the end-user can eliminate certain algorithms from consideration in the
ensemble space. Conversely, they can use the current ensemble (manually generated or through
AL) as a new “anchor” point in the metric space. This partition is treated the same way as the
output of the other algorithms when calculating the map (a new dot is added to the heatmap for
this ensemble).
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5.3 Visualization and Interface Elements
We have selected a number of visualizations and interactive elements to support the end-user. We
have opted for largely conventional forms (e.g., trees, heatmaps, node-link diagrams) as these are
familiar and effective for the task.
5.3.1 Ensemble Space Heatmaps. Once created, our ensemble space heatmaps can be used for
a number of tasks related to the different design objectives we defined. We propose four different
kinds of views of the metric space to help the user choose a suitable algorithm or ensemble. These
different views align with our first design guideline as they allow fast and accurate selection of a
desired algorithm or ensemble. When clicking on the heatmap (in any configuration) the network
diagram is dynamically changed (this clicked on point becomes the “working” ensemble).
Difference view (Figure 6(a)): This is the most general static view of the metric space. Each
unique ensemble has a unique (orthogonal) color. Though rare, it is interesting to note that two
separate (i.e., disconnected) regions in the metric space may produce the same clustering (visible
because they have the same color). The goal of this view is to help the end-user identify the
“jumps” in the initial labeling phase (see the first big “jump” in Figure 3).
Variation view (Figure 6(b)): This view is the only dynamically generated heatmap. When the
end-user clicks on a specific ensemble point, all other grid points are colored by comparing their
associated ensemble to the current selection (using the NMI metric described above). In the figure,
the end-user clicked to place the red dot (the selected ensemble). The white region surrounding
that point has a distance of zero (meaning high similarity). The further one moves from that point
the more dissimilar the ensembles get. This allows the end-user to identify other, subtly-different
ensembles, but also ones that are radically different. This view supports our design guidelines in
helping resolve knowledge gaps and identifying outliers.
Cluster Size view (Figure 6(c)): Recalling the “mental model guideline,” domain experts often
have a sense of the number of clusters they should expect to see. This view plots the number
of clusters detected by the ensemble at each of the grid point. The end-user can readily choose
ensembles or algorithms that have the same number of clusters as the goal or close to the number
of clusters of the goal.
Modularity view (Figure 6(d)): There are a number of measures of community “quality.” Modularity is one that is often applied. This view depicts the modularity score for each ensemble cell in
the space. This allows easy choosing of high modularity ensembles or confirming that the chosen
ensemble produces high modularity output. In the future, we would like to add additional such
metrics. As with the variation view, access to known metrics (i.e., modularity) supports decision
making by the end-user.
The goal of all these views is to support exploration within the ensemble space to find a good
starting point for additional labeling. This corresponds to allowing the user to see, and decide
between, possible starting points in the blue “ensemble space” in Figure 3.
5.3.2 Dendrogram. In the construction of the heatmap representation of the ensembles we noticed that it was often difficult to understand how common different ensembles were (in particular
those that were not large or had odd shapes). It was also difficult for end-users to understand the
relationship between all the different ensembles in the heatmap. While algorithms were situated
in the metric space so that they could be compared, the contour “blobs” for the ensembles were
not so easy to interpret (i.e., how does one easily measure the distance between two irregularly
shaped contours in the metric space?). To better support these comparisons we generated a dendrogram (see Figure 7). The view is a depiction of a standard agglomerative hierarchical clustering
(using the NMI based distance metric). The size of the bar at the end of each leaf indicates how
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prevalent that ensemble is. The heatmap and dendrogram views are linked so that brushing over
one highlights the other. Clicking on one changes the ensemble in selection in the other.
As with the heatmap, the dendrogram was intended to support the rapid exploration of alternative ensembles that could act as starting points for further labeling. As a second benefit both
allowed the end-user to understand the stability of different ensembles in making decisions. The
end-user could act based on their knowledge (e.g., number of clusters) but receive useful information to guide their exploration when their mental model was incomplete.
5.3.3 Node-Link Diagram. The network diagram view (see Figures 1(c) and 11) is a standard
implementation using a force layout [48]. To incorporate community groupings, we add additional constraints such that all nodes from a community are grouped together inside a rectangular
bounding box. Each bounding box (along with the nodes inside them) is colored differently. We
would like to ensure that there is color stability for the communities between ensembles. More
explicitly, we would not want to disrupt the end-user by randomly assigning colors every time
a new ensemble was chosen (most communities are stable between these ensembles and a large,
random color change would make a small change appear big).
We applied the following algorithm to achieve this stability. For each node we determine a
stability score: In a graph, G, for each edge, ei j , connecting two vertices vi and v j , we weight the
edge by the number of community detection algorithms among the initial six that put vi and v j
in the same cluster. For each node vi , we assign a stability score ki , where ki is the weight of the
maximum weight edge connected to vi . Put another way, we ask: if edges were deleted based on
a threshold from low to high, when would the node become disconnected from all others? In this
case, the most stable nodes have a stability score of six as we are using six community clustering
methods. Each node is assigned a color initially. A community takes on the color of the most
stable node in the community (ties are broken by lexicographic ordering). However, even with the
consistent colors, it is often difficult for the end-user to track changes when they switch between
ensembles. To better support mental model preservation, nodes that change color during a different
community assignment are briefly highlighted by changing their stroke width (i.e., outline).
Calculating the stability score has an additional benefit that stability is inversely proportional
to ambiguity. By resizing the node based on this measure we can guide the end-user to nodes
that would help the AL infrastructure. The end-user can also make corrections in this view by
selecting multiple communities for merging or clicking on nodes to reassign them to alternative
communities. Communities can also be hidden from view to eliminate distraction.
5.3.4 Co-Community View. While dealing with real-world networks, in most cases the user
only has partial knowledge about communities in the network. In majority of cases, this knowledge
comes in the terms of which nodes belong together and which nodes do not. Co-community lists
present an easy way to incorporate these knowledge. These lists can be viewed by shift clicking any
node in the network diagram. The first list is the Add/Remove list, which is initially empty. The next
list the shows the node clicked on the network diagram, which is hereby referred as the focus node.
The next seven lists are generated based on how many community detection algorithms put the
other nodes in the same community as the focus node. A list marked as 5, contains the nodes that
are put in the same community as the focus node by five community detection algorithms. Note
that, the number of these lists varies according to the number of community detection algorithms
chosen by the user. Within each list, the nodes are sorted by the shortest distance from the focus
node.
As described before, the Co-community View (Figure 8) allows the end-user to make rapid
comparisons and corrections. It is intended to be used during the final phase of labeling when
many small corrections must be made. The view supports the design guidelines of respecting the
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unknown (i.e., uncertainties) and the mental model. By focusing on one node at a time (this is
often a central node to a community or a bridge that connects two communities), the end-user can
quickly isolate both mistakes and “trends.” For example, if many nodes of the same community appear in the 6 column (the high agreement) the end-user can (a) see this due to color coding, and (b)
select all these nodes by double clicking to add them definitively to the focus node’s community.
There are clearly scaling concerns with the co-community view (long lists of nodes are hard to
maintain). However, we have experimentally found (see below) that true positives often appear in
the columns 5 or 6 (high positive agreement), whereas true negatives (the bulk) are in columns 1
or 0 (high negative agreement) and can safely be disregarded.
Co-community view allows processing of each individual node compared to the focus node. We
use ranked list to give idea about the “goodness” of the cluster of the focus node. If the nodes in
the lists with high positive agreement (column 5 or 6) are of same color as the focus node, then the
cluster is stable. On the other hand, if these lists contain nodes with different colors then the focus
node has strong connection to multiple communities or there is a split community mistake. We do
not use any kind of aggregated charts because that restricts manipulation of individual nodes. In
the agreement lists, nodes are sorted according to shortest distance from the focus node as distant
nodes are more unlikely to be in the same community as the focus node.
5.3.5 Other Controls. CommunityDiff has a number of other basic features to support the analyst. These include undo operations to move back to previous ensemble states, file upload (loading
in a new network) and downloads (retrieving the community labels). CommunityDiff operates
on GML graphs, a standard graph descriptor language. Brief descriptions for these controls are
provided below.
(1) Merge: As discussed before, a common problem of many community partitions is oversegmentation, where a single community is divided into multiple smaller communities.
We provide a simple remedy of this problem—a merge functionality. A user can click on
the legend boxes in the network diagram to select corresponding community or click on
a selected legend to deselect them. Community bounding boxes in the network diagram
are highlighted when hovering over corresponding legends and vice versa. Clicking the
Merge button merges selected communities.
(2) Hide/show communities: Often a user wants focus on a particular set of communities in a
network. By shift clicking on the legend boxes in the network diagram, a user can hide
a community or show a hidden community in both the network diagram and the cocommunity lists. This helps focus on the communities the user is currently working on.
(3) Download: We also provide a way to download community assignments if a desirable partition is achieved using a Download button. It downloads a text file containing node ids and
their corresponding community assignment. If a partition is generated using an ensemble, we provide a way to download weights for different community detection algorithms
using a Download weights button.
(4) Find ensemble: We provide a fast and easy way to highlight an ensemble region nearest to
the community assignment (based on NMI score) shown in the networks diagram panel,
using the Find ensemble button. If there is an exact match, then the selected region is
highlighted in green, otherwise in yellow.
(5) Undo: Because CommunityDiff can constantly recompute communities based on interaction, it is possible that an action will lead to a non-desirable partitioning. We provide
the end-user with the option to return to the previous state. This includes changing ensemble or a community detection algorithm, AL, labeling a node, merging two or more
communities and changing community assignment using the co-community lists.
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In addition to the commands above, CommunityDiff also allows the end-user to explicitly rename communities, upload new files, or download the output of the analysis. Visualization specific
interactions include zooming and panning, viewing and hiding node labels, and hiding/showing
different visualization panels.
5.4

Human-in-the-Loop Machine Learning

Feedback from the end-user–by means of interaction—allows CommunityDiff to make dynamic
alterations to the partitions in anticipation of the end-user’s actions. This again is designed to
eliminate unnecessary labeling steps.
5.4.1 Co-Community View Processing. Within the context of the co-community view, once
nodes are selected for either inclusion (“must link” to the target node) or exclusion (“most not
link”), CommunityDiff propagates these decisions to help partition the rest of the graph (as per
our guidelines, manual decisions–those made by explicit selections—are respected and retained).
In the simplest case, if our target is node A and we manually indicate that node B should be in the
same community and A and B are adjacent (i.e., connected by an edge) or B is adjacent to at least
one node in A’s community, B is placed in A’s community. If B is not adjacent to A’s community,
we merge the communities of A and B (there can be multiple ways to tackle this problem, we opt
for the simplest solution of merging the two communities as very little research is done in tackling
this particular problem). When nodes are explicitly indicated to not be part of the target node’s
community (say node C), C’s label will be assigned to the next most likely community that it is not
“banned” from. If no such community is found, we create a new community for each connected
component in the subgraph spanned by these nodes.
5.4.2 Active Learning. In the traditional sense, AL asks the user to label specific data points
and performs semi-supervised learning iteratively. In CommunityDiff, we do not explicitly ask
users to label certain nodes, but we do highlight unstable nodes (larger in size) which could be
manually labeled and provide useful information to the learner (a blend of mixed-initiative and
AL). Addressing this “question” will trigger the algorithm to re-partition the graph. However, any
form of supervision (e.g., merging, splitting) will be taken into account.
A key background task for CommunityDiff is an adaptive classification component that can
produce better communities given end-user behavior. CommunityDiff uses both constraints on
the number of clusters and community constraints in generating new partitions. For the purpose
of speed and efficiency (recall, this is one of our design goals) only nodes that can make a difference
to the AL algorithm should be manually labeled. The uncertainty (and conversely, stability) metric
we use was described above as a side-effect of community color generation.
When a learning step is engaged, CommunityDiff applies the following procedure: Assume k
is the desired number of communities (indicated in the control panel). Clearly, the classifier cannot
produce more or less than the number of community labels then have been manually created. If
there are k 1 manually labeled community labels, and k 1 > k, then the value k is adjusted upwards
to k 1 . The node labels of the labeled nodes are chosen from the community assignments of the
network shown in the network diagram panel. First, it is decided which labels should be selected.
If there are k 1 labels among the manually labeled nodes, we choose these k 1 nodes. If k 1 < k, we
choose the other k − k 1 labels using community sizes. We choose the labels of the largest k − k 1
communities not including the k 1 labels already selected. Apart from the manually labeled nodes,
only the most stable nodes of the communities having the selected labels, are chosen as labeled
nodes. All the other node labels are determined by a semi-supervised classifier by Zhu et al. [90].
A brief description of which is provided in the next section.
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We choose the graph structure for the semi-supervised classifier based on the output of the
community detection algorithms where we retain the original graph structure but each edge is
weighted according to how many algorithms put the nodes connecting that edge in the same
community. This is similar to choosing the co-community graph for a specific ensemble except
the fact that each algorithm is weighted equally and there is no removal of edges based on a
threshold.
We can think of shifting a node v from community A to community B as a form of soft assignment. We are only assuming that v has the same community assignment as the most stable nodes
in community B, that means after the AL, unstable nodes in community B may have a different
community assignment than v.
5.4.3 Classifier Description. In CommunityDiff, we have used a modified version of the semisupervised classifier by Zhu et al. [90]. This classifier employs Gaussian random fields and harmonic functions to predict node labels given only network structure.
Given a graph G = (V , E) with l + u vertices, we assume we have l labeled instances L =
{(x 1 , y1 ), . . . , (xl , yl )} and u unlabeled instances U = {xl +1 , . . . , xl +u }. w i j denotes the weight of
the edge between i and j. If there exists no edge between i and j, w i j is zero. We also assume the
number of classes is C.
The aim of this classifier is to compute a function f : V → R over G to label the unlabeled
nodes using f . Ideally, unlabeled points near each other should have the same labels (due, in part,
to homophily [12]). f can be rendered as a Gaussian field with energy function,
1
w i j ( f (i) − f (j)) 2 .
(1)
E( f ) =
2 i, j
The minimum energy function is harmonic in nature. That is, for labeled data, the value given
by f matches the labels exactly and for unlabeled data, Δf = 0, where Δ is the combinatorial
Laplacian defined as Δ = D − W , where D is the diagonal matrix with the non-zero diagonal entries

di = j w i j and W = [w i j ] is the weight matrix.
However, the labels for the unlabeled data can be calculated using only matrix operations. The
Laplacian matrix can be partitioned as follows:


Δll Δlu
Δ=
,
(2)
Δul Δuu
and f can be defined as a C × (l + u) matrix, such that,
 
f
f = l ,
fu

(3)

where, fl [i][j] = 1, if x i is labeled as j. The other entries of fl are zero.
fu [i][j] denotes the probability that xl +i has label j. This can be computed as,
−1
Δul fl .
fu = −Δuu

(4)

For each unlabeled point the label with highest probability is chosen.
6 EVALUATION
To evaluate CommunityDiff, we would like to demonstrate that individual components (e.g., the
ensemble generation and co-community lists) are effective as well as demonstrating the usability
of the overall system. Our hypothesis is that an ensemble will perform better compared to any
individual algorithm and that the best ensemble is often the “largest” one. Similarly, we need to
show that the co-community lists provide an idea about the “goodness” of a cluster along with
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batch processing of selected nodes. We can verify both of these components via automated experiments where ground truth knowledge is available or can readily be inferred. To test the end-to-end
system we performed a controlled lab study.
It is worth noting that a key challenge of evaluating a new community detection algorithm or
software is the lack of network data with known community assignments (ground truth). The
handful of “toy” datasets often used for this task are often too small to be useful (e.g., Zachary’s
Karate Club Network [88] or the Football Network [35]). Synthetic datasets such as those generated by the LFR benchmark [51] often create advantages for community detection algorithms that
vanish with real networks [17]. To create datasets for automated evaluation, we apply a common
technique which is to find unlabeled networks and create a ground truth label based on some feature of the nodes that is not structural (i.e., does not depend on edge configuration). While this is
imperfect, it is nonetheless common practice for large-scale evaluation [66].
6.1 Ensemble Evaluation
In the DBLP co-authorship network [87], 846,082 nodes represent authors and the 2,783,165 edges
are co-authorship relations. Authors are placed in communities based on their frequent publication
venues. Authors who publish in the same conferences or journals thus form a community. As our
focus in this work is on disjoint communities, we utilized the DBLP data to construct a groundtruth label based on the most frequent publication venue (i.e., an author who publishes 10 times
in venue X and once in Y will be labeled X ). Using the DBLP data (http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/),
we created our own DBLP co-authorship network with ground truth labels created as described
above. As journals tended to be the longest running “venues” (and had clear continuity), we only
utilized articles published in journals for this analysis (yielding 1,530 “communities”).
To simulate a realistic use case for this data (e.g., a user organizing a sub-field for a review
article), we generated random sub-graphs from the larger network. A node in the larger graph
was chosen at random and a subgraph spanned by its 2-step neighborhood was collected. In this
sub-graph, we ensure that each ground truth community was connected as all community detection algorithms make this assumption (i.e., there should be a path between each node in a community that does not require moving through another community). Additionally, we removed
communities with only 1 or 2 nodes from each network and networks with a single community. We generated 100 such networks as a test dataset. The sizes of these networks vary from
50 to 150 nodes. We also made sure there is at least two communities in the network and disregard networks with 15 and more communities as in these cases the communities are very small
(3–10 nodes).
Each of the 100 networks was analyzed using the CommunityDiff backend. We were specifically interested in the partitions generated by each algorithm and a few key (i.e., “common”)
ensembles. To determine the accuracy of these partitions, we compared each to the ground truth
labeling using the NMI metric. In three of the networks, all algorithms produced the exact same
output (which was the ground truth). As our goal is to study those situations where ensembles can
be used, we exclude these three networks from further evaluation. Recall our general hypothesis
that ensemble methods better than base algorithms. Figure 10 clearly shows that the best ensemble
outperforms all the other algorithms as it has the highest average NMI score with ground truth
and performs best in 88 cases out of 97. One of the reasons for using the heatmap ensemble projection was the belief that an ensemble that is stable across most of the space (i.e., the largest and
most salient) would be the best starting point for labeling. To test whether this was valid, we tested
the most common ensemble in our ensemble space. We find that in 25 out of 97 cases, the most
common ensemble performs better than any base algorithm. This is followed by spinglass that
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Fig. 10. Comparison between average NMI values with ground truth of different community detection algorithms and number of times an algorithm performs the best. The figure shows that the best ensemble output
has higher average NMI score and performs the best among all algorithm in 88 out of 97 cases.

performs the best in 22 cases and InfoMap that is best for 18 cases. However, the mean NMI for
InfoMap is much lower and more variable. In those situations when the most common ensemble
is not the best partitioning, the best ensemble is found within the top-5 most common ensembles.
6.2 Co-Community Evaluation
To determine whether the Co-community View would correctly emphasize nodes, we performed a
second experiment to test whether nodes listed in the top columns of the Co-community View were
likely to be good additions to a selected node’s community. Specifically, given a “target” node, we
would like to know if those nodes displayed in high-agreement columns (i.e., the nodes for which
all or all but one algorithm agree that they should belong to the same community as the target
node) are likely to be in the same community as the target. To verify this, we chose 10 random
networks from the 100 sampled DBLP networks and for each network chose 10 random nodes and
studied their co-community lists manually. For 3 of the chosen networks, we find that the different
algorithms give widely different results and for most of the 10 randomly clicked nodes (for all 3
networks) the high-agreement columns (those with 5 to 6 algorithms agreeing on a community)
are empty. We disregard these networks for this study. For the 7 remaining networks, We observed
that in 59 out of 70 instances, all nodes listed under list 6 and 5 (i.e., were agreed upon by most
algorithms) were in the ground truth community of the target node. We manually validated that
there were multiple nodes in these lists in all 70 cases.
6.3 User Study
In order to reliably test CommunityDiff with end-users we needed to identify a network dataset
where ground truth was available but where highly specific domain expertise was not necessary
so that we could have a larger participant pool. To ensure high agreement, we would also prefer
a network where community labels are not subjective. For this purpose, we generated our own
network for evaluating our system. We created a network by utilizing the handwritten digits from
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Fig. 11. A screenshot showing MNIST handwritten digits network in CommunityDiff. This screenshot does
not reflect the ground truth partition of the network as all communities except communities containing “0”
and “4” has multiple different digits as nodes.

MNIST [53] (these are the digits 0–9 written by humans and used in OCR challenges). We cast
this as a network problem by creating an artificial network where digits are the nodes and two
nodes are linked by similarity between the two digit images. This approach is roughly equivalent
to standard clustering where points near each other in the n-dimensional space are considered for
inclusion in the same cluster. Though this may appear artificial as the data itself is not structured
as a network, this transformation for classification and clustering purposes is common in text
clustering (e.g., [30, 61]) or recommender systems (e.g., [44]) among other domains (where edges
have the meaning “is-similar-to”). Regardless, it allows us to generate a network that satisfies our
goal of reduced domain expertise and high agreement.
To create the network, we randomly sampled 30 images each of the digits 0,2,4,6, and 7 (these
have high inter-rater reliability in ground-truth labels). We calculate pairwise similarity between
images using a Gaussian kernel and only retain the top 5% values as edges. We took the largest
connected component of this graph (117 nodes and 554 edges) as the test dataset. When displaying
these nodes in CommunityDiff, we included a small image of the handwriting sample on top of the
usual circle. Thus, we do not explicitly provide the ground truth and allow the users to decide on
their own which nodes should belong together based on the images. Figure 11 shows a screenshot
of the MNIST network in CommunityDiff.
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Our subjects included 12 graduate students at a large University (11 with experience in using
network datasets including online social networks, linguistic networks like word networks and
email communication networks) from three different departments namely, computer science (5
students), school of information (6 students), and mechanical engineering department (1 student).
All participants were given basic training with CommunityDiff (to familiarize them with
different components and commands of the system) and handed a cheat sheet to remind them
of commands. Subjects were then asked to achieve optimal partitioning of the handwritten digit
network as quickly as possible. The study was conducted using a laptop computer (this computer
is only used for display and browser, the code was running from a Linux server) in an office setting.
Each participant was able to achieve the correct clustering (5 clusters, each cluster contains
images of a single digit) within 10 minutes in their first attempt with the fastest one achieving it
in 3 minutes. We logged all atomic operations (i.e., “moves”) made by the subjects. The number of
operations needed to get to the final output varied from 5 to 24.
As we do not have a competing system to compare, we compare performance of different users
who used different features of CommunityDiff to reach ground truth to validate the usefulness of
different features. Four of the participants got to the final clustering output using only merging and
manual labeling from the network diagram but on average (mean) they performed 20.25 operations
which is much higher than participants using at least one other feature of CommunityDiff (on
average 14.63 moves). Similarly, users who made use of the ensemble map made 13.86 moves on
average (7 users), whereas those who did not, made 20.2 moves on average (5 users). We believe
this demonstrates that the use of different features results in more efficient solutions. However,
additional testing with more subjects and with features explicitly disabled would allow us to better
isolate the key features that improve efficiency, but we leave this to future work.
Anecdotally, we also found that users perform much better in their second attempt. Two participants volunteered to perform the task a second time and they produced the final output within
5 and 7 operations (though part of this may be because they were familiar with the data). These
attempts were not included in the study but they establish that with experience, users may learn
more efficient solutions.
In a post study survey, users indicated that there was a benefit to the different views of the
heatmap and liked the AL and flexibility of the tool. Some users felt the initial interface was overly
complex and some actions were not intuitive enough. Some of these critical comments are: “Complexity needs to reduce, esp. the initial interface. Maybe put an ‘advanced’ section.” , “Make the
selection/moving gesture more intuitive, such as allow drag-and-drop.” This is good advice for
future iterations of the system. As a response to what they liked most using CommunityDiff,
subject comments included: “Different views/metric to decide a partition,” “Active learning (it allows the user to adaptively choose number of clusters),” and “Many different ways to manipulate
nodes and communities.”
7

DISCUSSION

We believe that CommunityDiff effectively supports the analytical process of community detection. The system provides explicit mechanisms to “jump” to a reasonable set of labels/partitions.
This jump, however, is done with consideration of alternatives. By allowing for rapid comparison
of different algorithmic outputs and ensembles, we believe that end-users can gain more confidence in their choice and are less likely to be biased. A second set of interfaces (the Network
and Co-community View) provide a mechanism for quickly making decisions and corrections to
complete the task. Underlying the whole process is a classification sub-system that leverages the
end-users manipulations to continuously improve the partitioning. By subtly guiding the enduser by varying visual salience, CommunityDiff can guide the end-user to focus their attention
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on those decisions that can make those most difference. Taken together these components solve
different work “modes” for this task. Though they can function independently, they are designed
to work well within this multi-step process.
The workflow described for community-detection is one example of many that require decision making among many alternative algorithms. While ensemble spaces can be applied in
any situation where a metric is available for comparing algorithm output, the broader design of
CommunityDiff may also be portable to other problems. Our hope is to continue to develop the
idea of CommunityDiff and to test it in other contexts.
The current prototype of CommunityDiff does have some limitations. The most evident one
is that it is most effective for smaller networks as response time of each interaction goes up with
network size. Visual representation of very large networks is a hard problem in general. However, in the case of CommunityDiff, a more critical issue is that the algorithms we implement are
computationally intensive (e.g., creating 1,000s of ensembles). We have not experimentally identified the “breaking point” for the tool but have found that with graph sizes of 300 or fewer nodes
(an “ego-net” sized network), CommunityDiff can pre-compute all ensembles in under a minute.
With networks of 1,500 nodes, the lag is more pronounced but once pre-computation completes
the graph can be loaded and used at interactive speeds. It is worth noting that many real world
networks sizes fall into this range (social networks with average 150 individuals, protein-protein
interaction network with average 1,300 nodes [86]).
Disabling some of the high-cost community detection algorithms like spinglass (something one
would do regardless of the visualization tool) allows use of larger graphs. Interestingly, a majority
of computationally intensive operations can be parallelized. We currently support parallelization
with respect to 10 threads in precomputation of the ensemble space heatmaps, which provides
better response time for initial processing of a graph. It is worth noting that the ensemble technique
and the classifier can be used on much larger graphs if we do not care about the response time or
the visualization aspect.
Similarly, CommunityDiff is limited on how many communities it can handle efficiently. We
have found that the interface becomes increasingly cluttered if we have more than 50 communities.
However, as the number of communities in a real world network are usually far less compared to
number of nodes, we usually see the scalability issues with respect to graph size pose more of
a problem compared to scalability with respect to number of communities. For example, a social
network with 150 nodes has around 4 communities, whereas protein–protein interaction networks
with about 1,300 nodes has about 40 communities [86] (these are handled well by CommunityDiff). To further address the scaling problem, we have begun to design algorithms that adaptively
fill in the ensemble space by proceeding from coarse to finer grid sizes dynamically.
Visually, CommunityDiff is constrained by limitations of force-directed node-link layouts, a
modification of which we use in our network diagram. For networks with more than 1,500 nodes,
the node-link diagram becomes too cluttered to be useful. A similar problem is present with cocommunity lists as with number of nodes these lists can become very long. However, an user is
likely to work with only a few communities at once, so we provide a hide communities” button to
hide communities and all corresponding nodes from the network diagram and the co-community
lists to help the user focus on the task at hand with an uncluttered interface.
Though we believe the node-link diagram is an effective (and familiar) tool for visualization
there are significant developments in group-structure visualization that may yield better results in
the future [84]. This may be more critical if CommunityDiff begins to support other community
structures. Currently, CommunityDiff works on undirected input graphs and generates only hard
partitions (rather than overlapping communities). As discussed above, overlapping community detection algorithms are still inferior compared to the disjoint algorithms and unpopular in many
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domains. Though this limits the tasks for which CommunityDiff is currently suitable for, we believe it can be adapted for additional inputs and outputs. For example, if we just use overlapping
community detection algorithms as base algorithms of CommunityDiff, ensemble space heatmaps
and co-community lists would retain most of their functionality. However, we would need efficient
visual representation of overlapping communities in a network and a classifier that could work
with overlapping communities (in AL) to make the whole pipeline work. Effective visualization of
networks with overlapping communities is a hard problem in general, but solutions do exist for
this task (e.g., [3]). Similar modifications may be necessary to the co-community lists with additional commands specifying how many communities a node should belong to. Finding a network
classifier resulting in overlapping communities is a harder task. However, the semi-supervised
classifier used in CommunityDiff generates probabilistic community assignments which could
be used for assigning multiple communities to a node. The co-community lists are an area for
possible improvement. The lists function well in our examples, but because the underlying data is
networks and sets, alternative encodings may be more effective [4].
In the future, we also want to further evaluate the system by using multiple real-world networks
and varied domains for the purpose of ecological validity. We intend to deploy CommunityDiff
for others to use and hope to collect information on how it functions in real-world contexts. This
type of evaluation would also help determine if certain features are more useful for certain kinds of
networks or certain types of users and would give us a sense of performance of different algorithms
on specific kinds of networks.
8 CONCLUSION
In this article, we present CommunityDiff, a novel tool supporting end-users in the construction
of community-labeled networks. Though there are many network analysis tools and packages,
one of the most common features—the efficient production of accurate community labels—is often
lacking. The noisiness of networks, variable performance of community finding algorithms, and
incompleteness of knowledge all factor into the challenging nature of this problem.
With CommunityDiff, we demonstrate a set of features that addresses many of these concerns. We show how an ensemble space can be created from competing algorithms that often outperforms single algorithms. Visualization of this space allows the end-user to make easy comparisons between different options. Focused visualizations further allow the end-user to view “votes”
in a co-community graph, and allows the end-user to rapidly make decisions and correct system
mistakes. As the user makes direct manipulation actions, CommunityDiff improves the partitions
thus boosting labeling efficiency. By “nudging” the user, through visual cues, CommunityDiff can
suggest high value feedback for the end-user to concentrate on. The overall system thus satisfies
the needs of end-users by combining algorithms and visualizations. Though CommunityDiff focuses on community detection, we believe that many of the techniques and guidelines described
here are portable to other data mining problems where end-user interactivity is valued and/or
necessary.
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